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EN HISTOIRE ET PERSPECTIVE GLOBALES

65 years after Bandung: what rupture and what continuity in Global Order?
65 ans après Bandung: quelle rupture et quelle continuité dans l’Ordre global?
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REPRESENTED COUNTRIES

HOSTING, CO-ORGANISING AND SUPPORTING INSTITUTIONS
09:00-09:30 RECEPTION OF PARTICIPANTS AND SPEAKERS

09:30-10:00 OPENING SESSION

WELCOMING WORDS FROM THE HOSTING AND CO-ORGANISING INSTITUTIONS:

Centre d‘Histoire de l‘Asie Contemporaine, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne: Hugues Tertrais

Groupe de Recherche Identités et Cultures, Université Le Havre Normandie: Darwis Khudori

University of Delhi, Kirori Mal College, India: Seema Mehra Parihar

Universitas Airlangga, Surabaya, Indonesia: Diah Ariani Arimbi

OPENING MESSAGES FROM EMBASSIES

Embassy of India in France: Ann Mary George

Embassy of Indonesia in France: Warsito
10:00-12:00 MORNING ROUNDTABLE

CHAIR
KHUDORI Darwis (GRIC, Université Le Havre Normandie, France)

THE WORLD 65 YEARS AFTER BANDUNG SEEN FROM ASIA
(China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea)

Xiangying OUYANG (Senior Research Fellow, IWEP Institute of World Economics and Politics, CASS Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing, China) – physically absent

Seema Mehra PARIHAR (Associate Professor, Geography, Kirori Mal College, University of Delhi, New Delhi, India)

Diah Ariani ARIMBI (Associate Professor, Cultural Studies, Women’s and Gender Studies, Universitas Airlangga, Surabaya, Indonesia)

Tsuyoshi KIDA (Professor, Architecture, Linguistics, Faculty of Foreign Languages, Department of French, Dokkyo University, Japan)

Soyoung KIM (Professor, Cinema Studies, Korea National University of Arts, Seoul, South Korea) – physically absent
14:00-16:00 AFTERNOON ROUNDTABLE

CHAIR
Christina Wu (CHAC, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne)

THE WORLD 65 YEARS AFTER BANDUNG SEEN FROM OUTSIDE ASIA
(Africa, Central & South America and the Caribbean, Europe, North America, Russia)

Noël Magloira NDOBA (Economist, Researcher and Consultant, Former Dean of the Faculty of Economics, University of Brazzaville, Republic of Congo)

Isabel Cabaña ROJAS (Researcher, ALADAA Asociación Latinoamericana de Estudios de Asia y África, Chile)

Bruno DRWESKI (Associate Professor, History, Political Sciences, Eastern European Studies, INALCO National Institute of Languages and Civilisations, France)

Isaac BAZIÉ (Professor, Department of Literary Studies, Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada)

Elena VEDUTA (Professor, Economics, Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia)